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A. Introduction

1. This report is prepared by the National Commission on Violence Against Women (Komnas
Perempuan),  a national human rights institution focusing on efforts  to eliminate  Violence
Against Women (VAW).1

2. The  information  presented  in  this  report  is  based  on  Komnas  Perempuan’s  monitoring,
consultations with networks at the national level about fulfillment of civil and political rights
of women,2 with particular emphasis on the situation after the UPR and CEDAW reviews.
Komnas Perempuan is also involved in providing information to the government in preparing
the state report.

B. General Comment
3. Komnas Perempuan notes the various positive developments and efforts to uphold civil and

political rights in Indonesia since the democratization process started in 1998. In addition to
the positive developments presented in the Indonesian state report, there are the following
developments:

• Regulation  Number  4  of  2009  regarding  Standard  Operational  Procedures  for
Providing Medical and Psychosocial Assistance at Witness and Victim Protection
Agency,  in  order  to  promote  the  fulfillment  to  the  right  to  recovery  for  victim
witnesses  in the  administration of  criminal  law,  especially in the  process  of law
enforcement for gross human rights violations in Indonesia.

• Ratification  of  the  International  Convention  on  the  Protection  of  the  Rights  of
People With Dissabilities (Law 19/2011) and the International Convention On The
Rights Of All Migrant Workers and Members Of Their Families (Law 6/2012).

• Law No. 16 of 2011 regarding Legal Assistance intended to ensure access to justice
for the poor.

• Supreme Court  Regulation 1/2011 affirming  that  there  is  no time  limitations  for
requesting  judicial  review on  regional  bylaws  seen  to  be  contradicting  the  laws
above.

• Decision of the Constitutional Court Number 46/PUU-VIII/2012 MK regarding the
Civil Relations of Child and Father. This problem is mainly faced by women whose
marriages are unregistered due to customary practices in the community or because
they have been prevented from being registered for religious or convictional reasons,
as faced by women adherents to ancestral and other faiths. 3 

4. However, there are still many,  particularly women and minority and marginalized groups,
that cannot fully enjoy their fundamental rights and basic freedoms. Discriminatory policies
and practices are still pervasive. The general attitude among state officials, law enforcers and
the community still indicates a culture of denial on the issue of human rights violations; of
blaming the victims, especially women victims of violence; and insensitivity to problems of
marginalized  groups,  including  religious  minorities  and  adherents  to  beliefs,  same-sex
orientation and different gender identity groups, as well as persons with disabilities.

1 Komnas Perempuan was established with a Presidential Regulation as its legal basis. The organization’s mandates
include a) public education, b) monitoring and fact finding, c) research, d) proposing changes to law and policies, and
e) build national, regional and international networks.
2 Consultation with 66 individuals and 26 groups of ancestral, traditional and other beliefs, 20 April 2012; 35 service
provider institutions, 17-19 September 2012; 11 women and human rights institutions in Aceh, 9 August 2012; and
with the National Coalition for Disabilities Rights in Indonesia, 6 December 2012.
3 See paragraph 36 and 37 in the report for further explanation regarding this matter.



5. Komnas  Perempuan recorded that  by the end of  2012 there  were 252 policies  regarding
services  for  women  and  children  victims  of  violence  at  the  provincial  and
district/municipality  levels,  including  only  44  policies  that  regulate  the  substance  of  the
provision of services and protection for women victims. The majority (174 policies) regulates
the institutional structure of the integrated service centers,  16 policies regarding SOP and
minimum standard, and 18 policies regarding inter-institutional cooperation for the provision
of services.

6. Komnas Perempuan also recorded that the number of discriminatory policies in the name of
religion and morality continue to increase. By the end of 2012 there were 282 discriminatory
policies where almost all (274 policies) are spread in more than 100 districts/municipalities in
28 provinces4. As many as 207 policies directly discriminate women by way of limitations to
freedom of expression (60 policies regulating dress-code, imposing veil on Muslim women),
reduction of the right to legal protection and certainty as they criminalize women (96 policies
regarding  prostitution  and  pornography),  elimination  of  the  right  to  legal  protection  and
certainty (10 policies regarding the prohibition of khalwat (close proximity/intimacy between
men and women out of wedlock) and 3 policies on separation of public spaces between men
and women, and 38 regional policies regarding curfew. There are also  7 policies regarding
employment  that  neglects  the  right  of  women  migrant  workers  to  protection.  Komnas
Perempuan  appreciates  the  measures  taken  by  the  Ministry  of  Home  Affairs  to  seek
clarification from three regional governments regarding the issuance of the discriminatory
policies in question. However, the handling of discriminatory policies needs to be expedited
as  an implementation of  the  policy harmonization agenda in  the  Medium Term National
Development Plan 2010-2014.

7. Komnas Perempuan observes that the understanding of policymakers and state administrators
and law enforcement and security apparatus need to be enhanced in translating the right to
affirmative  action  for  substantive  equality  and  justice  between  men  and  women.  In  the
promotion of the enjoyment of political rights for women, for example, in reference to the
decision of the Constitutional Court that annulled the  zipper system, Law 8/2012 regarding
Election of the Members of House of Representatives, the Senate, and the Regional House of
Representatives only provides room for affirmation in the 30% quota for women candidates.
Without the zipper system, it would be difficult to ensure 30% representation of women in the
parliament.

8. Law 40/2008 is  an affirmation  of  the  State’s  commitment  to  eliminate  racial  and  ethnic
discrimination.  However,  the  understanding  of  it  needs  to  be  enhanced  among  state
administrators and law enforcers. Komnas Perempuan notes that in the case of gang rapes in
public  transportation  that  has  led  to  the  death  of  the  victim  in  2011,  even  though  the
perpetrators have stated that they intentionally selected the victim to be from a certain race,
the  court  decision  did  not  refer  to  the  provision  state  in  this  law.  Whereas,  the
acknowledgement  of  race based violent  could help prevent  similar  incidents  from taking
place in the future and ensure a more comprehensive restoration of victim and community
rights.

4 The existence of discriminatory policies in the name of religion and morality and their impacts on women was firstly
reported officially by Komnas Perempuan in 2009,  where 154 policies were  recorded.  For a complete  report,  see
attachment 1 



9. Komnas Perempuan reaffirms its recommendation for the State to ensure the resolution of
cases  of  VAW  in  the  context  of  past  human  rights  violations.  Komnas  Perempuan’s
observations  show  that  sexual  violence,  particularly  rape,  sexual  torture  and  sexual
exploitation appear in various conflict situations in Indonesia.
9.1.  The postponement of case resolution goes against the commitment to end impunity, and

in  the  case  of  May 1998  and  Papua  it  goes  against  the  commitment  to  end  racial
discrimination.  In  resolving  cases  of  past  violations,  the  follow  up  to  the
recommendations of the Indonesia – Timor-Leste Truth and Friendship Commission is
an integral part.

9.2.  Women victims of conflict in Aceh, specifically victims of sexual violence, have not
received benefits from rehabilitation and reconciliation program that has been ongoing
since 2005. A range of problems about proving one’s status as a victim hinders victims’
access to reparations. Meanwhile, neither Aceh government nor the national government
have  taken  a  clear  position  on  the  issue  to  build  a  mechanism to  reveal  truth  and
reconciliation.

9.3.  Komnas Perempuan recorded at least there were 261 VAW cases occurred between
1963 to 2009 in relation to conflict in Papua and non of the victims enjoy reparation. To
date,  the  Special  Bylaw regarding  the  Restoration  of  the  Rights  of  Papuan Women
Victims of Violence and Human Rights Violations5 has not  received approval at the
national level. Consequently, women victims continue to live in stigma, poverty, illness
and frailty,  and by the end of 2012 two survivors of state violence from Biak passed
away  due  to  their  illness  without  ever  having  received  reparations  assistance  and
rehabilitation. 

9.4.  VAW continues as the security situation in Papua worsens. In 2011 Komnas Perempuan
recorded 669 cases of domestic violence, including polygamy,  abandonment, physical
and psychological violence, marital rape, child rape, and infanticide. The disbursement
of  large  amounts  of  special  autonomy  funds  without  transparent  process,  less
accountability to the community especially women's group, invites male domination at
domestic and public life and thus, contributes to the high number of domestic violence. 6

Papuan women also have grievances about their marginalization from economic access,
even in the trade of palmyra that is traditionally sold by Papuan women.

9.5.  Komnas  Perempuan  recorded  cases  of  sexual  exploitation  by  security  personnel
deployed in Poso (1998-2005)7 and Maluku since 1999, where the security personnel
built sexual relations with young local women with promises of marriage. These cases
have not received adequate attention, and, as a result, could recur, especially in conflict
locations where troops are deployed.

9.6.  The  government  needs  to  support  breakthroughs  made  by the  Witness  and Victim
Protection Agency to  provide recovery assistance for  victims  of  gross  human  rights
violations.  It  is  noted  that  17  persons  have  received  such  assistance,  including  two
women victims of arbitrary detention related to the 1965 event and wives of victims of
forced disappearance. Also. Support is needed to follow up the initiative of Mayor of
Palu, Central Sulawesi, who committed to provide urgent reparations to victims of 1965
Tragedy,  including  health  insurance,  education  for  children  and  pension  guarantees.

5 The Special Bylaw is a follow up to reports of Papua women movement regarding 261 cases of violence perpetrated
by the state and communities between 1963 and 2009. This includes 138 cases by security/military personnel, of which
67 are cases of sexual violence. This report is titled Stop Sudah! and is included in attachment 2.
6 In consultation with Papuan women in Biak, Genyem, Keerom, Manokwari, Merauke, Sarmi, Timika and Wasior, 
2012
7 For Poso report, see attachment 3



Although this initiative is not specifically aimed at women, Komnas Perempuan hopes it
can be proposed in other regions and adopted at the national level as well.

9.7.  To resolve these past cases of human rights violation, a) the President should lead the
effort to integrate the issue of VAW in security sector reforms; b) the government must
ensure the implementation of the reparation program for women victims of conflict, with
special  approach  for  restoring  the  rights  of  women  victims  of  sexual  violence  and
children  born  out  as  a  consequence  of  such  violence,  c)  the  government  needs  to
seriously organize a legal process for perpetrators of past human rights violations, with a
special attention on VAW, and d) the government must ensure that the problem of past
human rights violations, including VAW, is integrated in the national history curriculum
as its commitment to ensure that similar crimes do not recur in the future, and e) in the
case of Papua, to abandon the oppressive approach and adopt the approach of peace
dialogue  and  of  development  programs  that  considers  the  needs  and  voices  of  the
indigenous  communities,  to  reallocate  profits  from  natural  resource  exploitation  to
public welfare programs, and to  strengthen the system and infrastructure to prevent and
address  VAW,  including  by  implementing  the  Special  Regional  Bylaw  regarding
reparations for women victims of conflict in Papua.

 
C. Specific Issues

VAW in marriage and the public sphere, and ways to address it (article 3; 16, 23, 24 and 26)
10. There has been no progress in the revision of the Law on Marriage even though it is urgent.

The revision is needed to ensure legal protection to prevent underage marriages and forced
marriages  on  women,  eliminate  legal  reasons  for  divorce  that  are  discriminatory  against
persons with disabilities, affirm the principle of monogamy, and to end the stereotype of the
role of men (head of family) and women (companion) in marriage that has implications on
unbalanced relations in various aspects of life of women in family and marriage. Data from
Religious Courts in 2012 recorded 498 cases of underage marriages, meaning girls under 16;
414 cases of divorce due to physical disability; 1,243 cases of forced marriages and 47,259
cases of divorce due to polygamy. 

11. Komnas Perempuan is concerned that many parties still disregard the obligation to record
marriages and divorces to avoid the legal responsibility over the wife and children born out of
such marriage. Such behavior is found even among the law enforcers and public officials at
the legislative and executive levels, including Heads of Regions. Throughout 2012, Komnas
Perempuan received 96 such cases: 61 wives reported cases of husbands cheating (41 cases)
and remarrying without their consent or knowledge (20 cases) which has caused physical,
psychological,  and  sexual  suffering as  well  as  economic  neglect.  The  legal  process  with
respect  to  crimes  of  marriage,  intentional  omission  to  record marriages  and divorce,  and
domestic violence must be prioritized to address this problem. For public officials who are
perpetrators, strict sanctions must be imposed, including removal from office.8

8 Ten second wives and two fourth wives reported that they had no knowledge that their husbands are already married.
Four out of these second wives reported being misled about the marriage status of the husbands by falsifying their
identity cards, or prior marriage licenses as though they have divorced. In addition, there are three cases where the first
wife  was criminalized for  not giving permission or agreeing to divorce to allow the husband to remarry.  Komnas
Perempuan also recorded 20 cases of marriage crimes and domestic violence involving law enforcement personnel and
public  officials  as  perpetrators.  Including  the  one  perpetrated  by  the  Head  of  Garut  District  that  ended  with  his
impeachment. (The former) head of Garut district was reported to marry multiple times (more than once) and not
recording divorces, and the last event was him marrying a 17-year-old girl who, he divorced after four days. Komnas
Perempuan appreciates the strong position taken by Garut District House of Representatives, the Supreme Court, and
the Ministry of Home Affairs in this case; such stance needs to become a good precedent for the future.



12. In contrast  to the views of the Indonesian government  (paragraph 33 of the state report)
Komnas  Perempuan is  of  the  opinion that  the  Law on Pornography has  the  potential  to
criminalize  women,  including  indigenous  communities,  art  workers  and minority  groups,
such as same-sex sexual orientation and different gender identity groups. This is because the
law uses the protectionist approach and a framework of morality to address the problem of
violence and sexual exploitation of women (and children). Komnas Perempuan continues to
monitor  the  implementation  of  the  Law on  Pornography and  has  recorded two  cases  of
criminalization of women victims of trafficking and sexual exploitation.9

13. In contrast to the state report (paragraph 34) women has yet fully enjoy the right to freedom
of movement. There are 60 regulations about the obligation to dress following the singular
interpretation of a certain religion leading to restrictions of freedom of movement for women.
Such regulations are applied with both social and administrative sanctions; there are even
regions that conduct raids to ensure the regulation applied. There are also 96 regional policies
regarding  prohibition  of  prostitution  and  pornography  and  places  women  in  a  position
vulnerable to being criminalized. A woman may be arrested and detained for suspicion of
being a sex worker based on the way she dresses, behave, being in a certain location at certain
times. There are even regional policies that explicitly put a curfew on women except when
being escorted by a male family member. All of these are part of a discriminatory policy in
the name of religion and morality.10

14. In regard to handling case of VAW, consultations with advocacy organizations show that
capacity  and  quality  of  services  for  women  victims  of  violence  is  still  very  limited. 11

Whereas, the number of cases of VAW reported to Komnas Perempuan continue to increase.
Komnas Perempuan Annual Records,  which is a compilation of national data of reported
cases of VAW to service institutions, show 105,103 cases recorded in 2010, and 119,117 in
2011. For 2012,12 there were 1,291 cases reported directly to Komnas Perempuan where most
(783) are cases of domestic violence, 315 cases of violence in the community, and 193 cases
involving the state.  These data are  merely a tip  of the  iceberg of the problem of  VAW.
Considering  the  high  levels  of  VAW,  difficulties  in  access  and  the  geographic  span  of
Indonesia,  the  government  must  ensure  human  resource  support,  facilities  and  adequate
funding for  integrated  service  centers  under  the  coordination  of  the  Ministry of  Women
Empowerment  (P2TP2A)  and  the  Police  (UPPA),  and  gives  full  support  for  the  public
initiative in building community-based services.

15. Komnas Perempuan reaffirms the urgency for the State to expedite revision to the criminal
code and the rules of evidence to facilitate access to justice for women victims of sexual
violence in various forms, including criminalization of sexual harassment and sexual torture.
Komnas Perempuan recorded 2,645 cases of sexual violence in 2010 and 4,335 cases in 2011.
The majority of cases involve rape, molestation and sexual harassment. Most of molestation
cases are in reality rape cases. It is only because the definition of rape is limited only to the
penetration of male genitalia into the female genitalia that a different term is used with a
different legal consequence. Furthermore, rules of evidence to prove rape put a heavy burden

9 The first case are four women victims of trafficking who were forced to do striptease, and the second case is a young 
woman who recorded herself having sex with her boyfriend to force her parents to let her marry. Prison sentences were 
handed to the four dancers as well as the young woman who were charged with violating the Pornography Law.
10 See paragraph 6 in this report
11 Result of meetings with service provider institutions, 17-19 September 2012
12 Compilation of national data for 2012 was still ongoing at the time this report was prepared



on  women  victims.  Meanwhile,  the  crime  of  sexual  harassment  is  only  treated  as  an
objectionable act and torture is not explicitly regulated in the existing criminal code.  

16. Women with disabilities are vulnerable to becoming victims of violence, especially sexual
violence and face multiple difficulties to access justice and recovery.13 Forced marriage and
divorce; being denied custody over children, forced contraception, sterilization, and abortion
are faced by women with disabilities as they are seen incapable of caring for themselves,
much  less  for  children;  the  unavailability  of  sign  language  interpreters  for  persons  with
hearing disability to provide them with information; the notion that persons with disabilities,
especially persons with mental and psychosocial disability,  are persons who with no legal
capacity before the law causes the testimony of women with disabilities who are victims of
violence to be inadmissible in court and dismissed, including when the victim who area blind
can identify the perpetrator of rape by aroma and voice; unavailability of DNA facilities to
establish evidence in cases of rape and of rehabilitation facilities according to the special
needs needed by women victims are examples of the types of cases and difficulties reported.
Improvements in this sector are crucial to follow up the ratification of the Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women.

17. Other groups who also require special attention are same-sex orientation groups and non-
mainstream gender identity groups (or lesbian, bisexual and transgender/LBT).  Ardhanary
Institute – LBT organization in Jakarta – recorded that since 2009-2012, there were 632 cases
regarding physical,  mental  and sexual  violence at home as a consequence of their sexual
orientation and gender identity. There were even cases where intimidation and abuse against
lesbian women by member of family occurred before the police.14 Ensuring legal protection
for them needs to be the priority. 

18. Komnas  Perempuan  is  of  the  opinion  that  Minister  of  Health  Regulation
1636/MENKES/PER/XI/2010  regarding  female  circumcision  is  a  setback  in  the  effort  to
eliminate VAW. Komnas Perempuan is aware of State’s initiative, after CEDAW review and
UPR,  to  hold  dialogues  with  various  parties  but  was  unable  to  take  a  concrete  step  to
eradicate this discriminatory cultural practice, even though it  has been proven to have no
medical  benefit.  The  government  must  immediately  correct  its  policy  regarding  female
circumcision  so that  no medical  personnel  is  involved in  this  practice,  to  build a  public
understanding regarding female circumcision as a discriminatory traditional practice that has
to be abandoned, and work together with religious and community leaders to expedite this
public understanding.15

VAW and capital punishment (article 6)

19. Komnas  Perempuan  is  concerned that  there  is  strong support  for  capital  punishment  for
perpetrators of rape,16 as it strongly relates to the sense of justice of victims and their families.

13 For a complete picture about this problem, see the report of the National Coalition for Disability Rights Indonesia,
whose reporting was a follow up to the consultation with Komnas Perempuan in December 2012

14 Problems faced by LBT groups have also been reported to the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights during her 
visit to Indonesia, 12 November 2012.
15 This recommendation was also presented in the CEDAW Committee session, and the Indonesian government needs 
to submit the report on the follow up to recommendations about female circumcision within two years after reporting
16 Demands for capital punishment is also evident in narcotics and corruption cases. In 2012, there were two cases of
rape that ended with the killing of the victim where the families demanded the capital punishment; in one such case the



Komnas Perempuan maintains that capital punishment has to be eliminated, in line with the
state’s commitment to uphold human rights and constitutional guarantee that the right to life
is non-derogable rights. As a result, the government must ensure that capital punishment is
eliminated from the Indonesian criminal justice system, improve the legal framework for acts
of  sexual  violence,  promote  transparent  and  accountable  law  enforcement,  improve  the
system of correctional institutions, build public understanding regarding criminal justice, as
well a comprehensive restoration program for victims, families and communities.

20. Rescuing women migrant workers from capital punishment is one of the challenges that the
government needs to continually address. On 18 June 2011, the the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
executed the death sentence of Ruyati binti Saboti Saruna. The Indonesian government was
late to handle legal  process in the case of Ruyati.  Under public pressure,  the Indonesian
government established the Task Force for Handling Cases of Indonesian Citizens/Indonesian
Migrant  Workers  under  Threat  of  Capital  Punishment  Abroad.17 The  data  from  the
government  and  the  Migrant  Worker  Task  Force  shows  that  by  February  2012,  253
Indonesian Citizens/Migrant Workers are under the threat of capital punishment abroad.18 By
the end of its mandate on 7 July 2012, the Task Force succeeded in freeing 72 Indonesian
Citizens/Migrant Workers from capital punishment, comprising of 42 women and 30 men.
This means that many still have not been freed. Komnas Perempuan’s findings show that
Indonesian  women  migrant  workers,  especially  those  whose  contracts  have  expired  but
cannot return home and without documentation, are the most vulnerable to be tricked into
becoming mules in drug trafficking. Ultimately, they are vulnerable to be subjected to capital
punishment and other severe punishments.

21. In regard to this situation, (a) the State, particularly the Ministry of Labor and Transmigration
and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs need to follow up the Task Force’s recommendations
regarding Indonesian Citizens/Migrant Workers who are under threat of capital punishment
as part of the obligation to provide protection for migrant workers and their families, (b)
optimize the role of Indonesian missions abroad in providing protection, legal aid in order to
end impunity and stop criminalization of victims, as well as programs for prevention form
arbitrary trial and detention.  

Against Torture: VAW in detention and detention-like situations, the Aceh condition and women
with mental and psychosocial disabilities (Article 7) 

22. Government  effort  to  ensure  protection  for  women  in  detention  and  similar  conditions
requires serious attention and support from all. Komnas Perempuan’s study from December
2011 to August 2012 in a number of detention locations and similar facilities19 show how
minimal capacity of facilities has led to women detainees (and prisoners) living in cramped
space with minimal sanitation, insufficient room for movement, lack of food, and lack of
adequate reproductive services, including sanitary pads during menstruation. Corruption and
extortion are  problems that  are  often reported,  and vulnerability to  violence from fellow

capital punishment was handed.
17 Regarding the Task Force, on 7 July 2011, the President of the Republic of Indonesia issued Presidential Decree
Number 17/2011 and it was extended by Decree No 8/2012
18 The distribution of those facing threat of capital punishment is as follows: 168 in Malaysia, 25 in China, 3 in Iran, 2 
in Singapore and 1 in Brunei Darussalam. As far as types of cases, 152 are involved in drug trafficking, 77 cases of 
murder, 8 cases of witchcraft, 3 cases of abduction and 2 cases of ownership of firearms
19 Monitoring was conducted at Correctional Facility Class IIA Denpasar (Kerobokan Prison), Pondok Bambu Prison,
Tangerang  Women’s  Prison,  Tangerang  Girl’s  Prison,  Malang Women’s  Prison,  PSBKW Harapan Mulia  Kedoya
Rehabilitation House, Karya Wanita Mulya Jaya Social House (PSKW Mulya Jaya) Pasar Rebo



prisoners increase because correctional institutions do not recognize classification of prisons
based on degree of crime. Whereas, many women prisoners become perpetrators of crime
because they have been forced by husbands or boyfriends to participate, or because they are
breadwinners of the family,  they get  involved in drug trafficking,  fraud,  and theft.  Some
correctional institutions also do not have sufficient women officers as well as those who work
during night shifts. 

23. The police needs to ensure that the implementation of codes of conduct and transparent and
accountable legal process for personnel committing acts of torture and exploitation of women
detainees.  Komnas  Perempuan  appreciates  the  fast  measures  that  the  police  took  in
investigating acts of sexual exploitation experienced by a female detainee who committed a
traffic  violation  in  Jakarta,  2012.20 Such  measures  need  to  become  precedent  and  be
strengthened in the handling of other cases, including previously reported as well as ongoing
cases, such as 15 cases reported to Komnas Perempuan in 2012.21

24. The legal process for Municipal Police personnel (Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja) perpetrating
violence in the exercise of their duties and in handling of women detainees need to be given
serious attention.22 Complaints against acts of violence by Municipal Police are reported to
Komnas  Perempuan  especially  in  relation  to  forced  evictions  and  implementation  of
discriminatory regional bylaws. In Tangerang (2007-2008), as a result of arbitrary detention
and lack of rehabilitation of the victim’s name who was accused of being a sex worker, the
victim died in heavy depression. In 2012, Komnas Perempuan received a report about rape
committed by members of Central Sulawesi Municipal Police of two sisters (14 and 19-year-
old) who were detained accused of public disturbance as beggars. There is no information to
date about the progress of investigation. 

25. Law enforcement for members of wilayatul hisbah23 in Aceh who committed acts of violence
must  also get the serious attention of all  parties.  Komnas Perempuan have not heard any
progress with respect to members of wilayatul hisbah who escaped from legal accountability
for rape committed against woman detained in Langsa in 2009. Before that,  in 2007, the
police refused to process reports of unpleasant acts, including sexual harassment, committed
by  wilayatul  hisbah personnel  against  women who were accused to violate regulation on
dress-code. Kontras Aceh – a human rights organization – also reported at least 11 cases of
violence in raids by wilayatul hisbah in 2012. As it pertains to the issue of morality, Komnas
Perempuan sees that sexual harassment of women, especially in verbal form, does take place
but data most certainly are difficult to obtain as there is no legal assistance for those who are
suspects of violating regulation on  khalwat. This violation is punishable with lashings and
can only be monitored through media reports.

26. Komnas Perempuan is concerned about the condoning of behavior or punishments that are
cruel, inhuman and degrading in Aceh in the name of the special authority to uphold the
Islamic Sharia. Violence, especially in the form of verbal intimidation, often happens in raids

20 In the detention process, photographs of the woman detainee who was not  conscious and dressed minimally were
taken and distributed. 
21 Reported cases include allegation of sexual harassment in Abepura, Papua, in 2011; whereas ongoing cases include
rape committed by three police personnel in Simeulue, Aceh, 2013.
22 The municipal  police is law enforcement  apparatus of regional  governments  to enforce regional bylaws,  which
includes arrest and detention of bylaw violators.
23 Wilayatul Hisbah is part of Aceh Municipal Police force and its authority is to enforce the Islamic Sharia



for veil, and in the arrest of couples accused of  khalwat  or  zina (adultery). The violence is
committed not only by civilians with the knowledge or consent of authorities, but also by the
authorities on duty themselves. Kontras Aceh reported that in relation to the implementation
of Islamic Sharia in 2012, there have been arbitrary punishments conducted by civilians by
way of forced bathing (35 cases), forced marriages (8), beatings (25), sexual harassment (1),
public parading (3), immersions (6), and intimidation (166).

27. Komnas Perempuan is concerned that the punishment of lashings have not been renounced in
Aceh despite being in contradiction to the State’s commitment after the ratification of the
Convention Against Torture (1999) and the Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (2005), as
well as Aceh government’s own commitment to uphold human rights. A dozen women have
been subjected to public lashings, 2 of whom for selling rice during the fasting month of
Ramadhan in 2010.

28. Hence, Komnas Perempuan recommends the Government of Indonesia (a) to strengthen its
commitment  to  build  a  national  preventive  measure  (NPM)  for  torture  in  detention  and
similar facilities by involving national human rights institutions; (b) to expedite efforts to
provide special detention facilities for women and support the realization of commitments of
heads  of  regions,  including  the  governor  of  Yogyakarta,  to  build  detention  centers  for
women, (c) to work with Parliament to immediately ratify the OPCAT and OP-CEDAW, (d)
to implement recommendations from the UN Special Rapporteur and Committee on Torture,
in particular to: (d1) provide legal safeguards to all suspects in detention, including access to
legal assistance, access to health examinations, the right to inform family members, and the
right  to be informed about  their  rights in  detention (including,  about  the  charges  against
them),  and  the  right  to  be  examined  before  court  within  the  timeframe  in  line  with
international standards, (d2) to increase training regarding absolute prohibition of torture to
all  law enforcement personnel, including interrogation rules and practices in line with the
provisions  in  CAT,  (d3)  improve  the  quality  of  detention  condition,  in  particular  health
services,  handling (not  punishment)  of  detainees  with mental  conditions,  improvement  of
quantity  and  quality  of  food,  (d4)  eradicating  discriminatory  and  corrupt  practices  in
detention  system,  and  (d5)  providing  women  personnel  in  women  detention  facilities.
Additionally, (e) the government and law enforcement personnel need to ensure a legal and
accountable legal process for law enforcers who commit acts of torture and VAW detainees
at  various  levels  and  institutions,  including  for  Municipal  Police  and  Wilayatul  Hisbah.
Similarly, national and Aceh authorities (f) have to eliminate corporal punishment as part of
the commitment to uphold human rights, and renounce discriminatory policies in the name of
religion and morality, and (f) provide public education to prevent arbitrary punishments and
other inhuman acts.

29. Komnas Perempuan also urges the government to adopt zero tolerance for acts of fettering
persons  with  mental  and  psychosocial  disabilities,  along  with  improvements  of  health
facilities, including hospitals and medication, as well as public education to address stigma
against them.  Fettering and stigma increases the vulnerability of women with mental  and
psychosocial disabilities to sexual violence, in particular rape. Komnas Perempuan is very
concerned that the legal process for perpetrators of rape is very slow as it is also insensitive to
the special needs of victims.24

Protection for migrant workers and domestic workers from modern slavery (Article 8) 

24 See the report of the National Coalition for Disability Rights Indonesia in Attachment 4



30. The government should ensure effective protection for migrant workers, particularly domestic
workers,  employed  in other  countries  to  not  work under slavery-like conditions.  Komnas
Perempuan’s monitoring show that they are vulnerable of physical, psychological, sexual and
economic abuse, torture, exploitation, forced deportation and criminalization. Data from the
National Body for the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers (BNP2TKI)
states  that  in  2011,  there  are  2,145 migrant  workers  who experienced persecution,  2,209
workers experienced sexual violence and 1,730 of them work without pay.

31. Similar protection for domestic workers working within Indonesia needs to be ensured. Based
on data from Central Statistics Agency in 2008, there were at least 2 million people working
as domestic workers; 12% are under-aged and 90% are women. Meanwhile, based on rapid
assessment conducted by JALA PRT- an NGO-, the amount of domestic workers is estimated
to be around 16,117,331. Vulnerability towards enslavement can be seen from long working
hours, low wages and even in many cases work without pay and having no clear standard of
pay, barriers of communication, socialization, and mobility. In order to ensure protection for
domestic workers, including a monitoring system of law enforcement, the parliament need to
be expedite the legislation process of domestic workers protection Law and the ratification of
ILO Convention189 about Proper Work for Domestic Workers. 

Violence and discrimination against women in the context of violation of the right to freedom of
religion and beliefs (Article 18)
32. Komnas Perempuan is concerned that the sense of security of women has been deteriorating

with the increasing acts of intolerance and criminalization of minority religious groups in the
last seven years, including: 
32.1. Ahmadiyah  women  facing  physical  violence,  intimidation,  sexual  harassment  and

threats of  rape,  as recorded in Komnas Perempuan’s  monitoring on the attacks on
Ahmadiyah  community  in  2005 in  several  districts  in  West  Java  and  West  Nusa
Tenggara.  Whilst stigmatization and intimidation is widely experienced by Ahmadi,
the victims in these attacks in West Nusa Tenggara have been forced to stay in shelters
for the last seven years without certainty that they could ever return home, endured
loss of property and livelihood, as well as difficulties to access public services and
loss of political rights in elections because they do not have identity cards. Komnas
Perempuan recorded that young women in shelters are vulnerable to being married at
young age because they cannot continue their education, and there is young woman
with  physical  disabilities  who  does  not  get  any  assistance  from  the  regional
government. In the 2011 attack in Cikeusik, Banten, women became single heads of
households because they have lost their family members who were either killed or
criminalized.25 

32.2. Komnas Perempuan recorded that sexual harassment and threats of rape directed at
members of the community as well as some women advocates against intolerance to
the Christian community of HKBP Filadelfia Church in Bekasi. While there has been
no legal process against the perpetrators of intolerance, the community leaders have
been  threatened  by  criminalization.  Intimidation  against  the  HKBP  Filadelfia
community continues to date, and it is more pronounced on Sundays when the church
holds mass, although since March 2011the State Administrative Court has issued a
ruling  to  revoke  the  Decision  of  the  Regent  of  Bekasi  who  has  prevented  the
community’s right to establish the house of worship.

32.3. Shia and Sunni women in Sampang (East Java) have reported prolonged trauma that
they continue to suffer due to attacks against the Shia community in 2012. The last

25 See the report of Lajna Imaillah, Ahmadiyya women’s group, submitted to CEDAW committee, 2012, in attachment
5



attack has lead to the death of one person, tens wounded and at least 276 followers of
Shi’ism, of all age to seek refugee in a Sports Hall in Sampang. To date, they do not
dare  to  openly return to  their  homes  for  sustained  periods  of  time  as  there  is  no
guarantee of security whatsoever.

32.4. The burden of being a single parent is faced by wives of the leaders of criminalize
communities  as  experienced  by  Ahmadiyah,  Shia,  Bahai,  and  Pentacostal  Church
communities in Indonesia.26 They also must face stigmatization and being outcasted
by the surrounding communities. At the same time, they are expected to support their
families and communities.

32.5. Women members of GKI Yasmin church community reported that they continuously
feel unsafe in conducting their worship, both at their church as well as at home. To
date, the construction of the church cannot proceed due to the defiance of the local
government  despite  a  Supreme  Court  ruling  and  recommendation  from  the
Ombudsman to revoke the prohibition of the construction of the church.

32.6. Women members of the church community attacked in Aceh in 2012 reported that
they fear their faces will be recognized and will be subjected to further violence or
intimidation  in  their  daily  lives  and  during  worship.  This  came  about  after  the
publication of attacks and forced closure of their house of worship in Banda Aceh,
October 2012. Komnas Perempuan received reports27 that by May 2012 in Singkil,
Aceh, 19 houses of worship have been closed. On 16 November 2012, there was an
attack against Tengku Ayub community in Bireun being accused as heretical. Three
people died, nine injured, and the women of the community continue to live in fear. 

Freedom of Opinion and WHRDs (Article 19) 
33. Komnas Perempuan appreciates the decision made by the Constitutional Court that authorizes

the attorney general to prohibit the dissemination of publications without judicial process as
against  the  law.  This  is  crucial  mainly  in  relation  to  ensure  freedom  of  thought  and
expression, as well the rights to seek and use information. However, the state's commitment
to enforce this right is still hindered by many obstacles, particularly by groups who claim to
speak on behalf of religion. Intimidation that had led to, for example, the disbanding of a
book discussion involving its author (Irshad Manji) in Jakarta and Yogyakarta in 2012, the
disbanding of Human Rights training, LGBT film screening and group discussion in Jakarta
and  Surabaya  (2012-2012).  Kompas  Perempuan  has  also  received  complaints  that  the
government and society in Aceh are becoming increasingly closed and even deny various
issues related to violence and arbitrary punishment that follows the implementation of Islamic

26 In the case of attack on Ahmadiyya community in Cikeusik, Banten, in early 2011, the court sentenced the attackers 
3 to 7 months, while members of Ahmadiyya were sentenced to 6 months in prison. Similar decisions were handed in 
the case of arson of three houses belonging to Shia leaders in Sampang, Madura, on 29 December 2011, there the 
Sampang District Court through its decision No. 69/Pid.B/2012/PN.Spg of 12 July 2012 sentenced Ustad Tajul Muluk, 
Sampang Shia leader, to 2 (two) years of prison as it was considered that he had been proven to having committed an 
act of crime that essentially is blasphemy of Islam. In the appellate decision, the East Java High Court increased the 
sentence to four years in the decision No. 481/Pid/2012.PT Sby on 17 September 2012. Criminalization, with 3 months 
of prison, is also faced by Priest Bernard Mawkar, a leader of the Pentacostal Church of Indonesia, in Sumedang 
District, West Java, with the charge of misusing a house of worship. Similarly, a Bahai leader in Lampung, Mr. 
Shahoni and Iwan Purwanto, have been serving a 5-year sentence since 2010 for allegation of forcibly teaching a 
religion to children. Criminalization was also done to leaders of GKI Yasmin and HKBP Filadelfia, where the legal 
process is ongoing.
27 Based on investigations conducted by United North Sumatra Alliance (Aliansi Sumut Bersatu, ASB). Houses of 
worship in question include 10 Pakpak Dairi Protestant Churches (Gereja Gereja Kristen Protestan Pakpak Dairi, 
GKPPD), 4 Catholic Churches, 3 GMII Churches, 1 HKI Church, 1 JKI Church and 1 Pambi Shrine – a local religion 
of the followers of Parmalim Belief. Additionally, in there was also closure of 9 churches, 5 temples and one shrine in 
in Banda Aceh on 15 Oktober 2012.
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Law within  the  area. In  August  2012,  the  Banda  Aceh government  banned non-Muslim
participants and Chinese cultural expressions (Barongsai and Lion Dance) during the series
of events commemorating Aceh peace organized by the local civil society.  These situations
pose risks towards the future of democracy, as well as directly and indirectly hinder the effort
to end violence on women

34. In their struggle, Women Human Rights Defenders (WHRDs) often experience intimidation
and stigmatization, abuse, torture, and criminalization due to their activism. In the past four
years, Komnas Perempuan noted that WHRDs who defend the rights of indigenous people or
natural  resource  conflicts  are  the  most  vulnerable  of  violence  and  criminalization,  as
experienced in  Fatumnasi,  East  Nusa Tenggara;  Serdang Bedage,  North Sumatra;  Luwuk
Bangai, Central Sulawesi; Papua; Bengkulu; and Riau. As the case in Central Sulawesi, for
instance, WHRD were alleged to have conducted incitement, were arrested, punished by four
years of imprisonment, and are currently awaiting the Supreme Court's decision. In 2012,
there were five cases of intimidation experienced by WHRDs, among others towards women
organization  Yabiku,  in  Kefa,  East  Nusa  Tenggara,  in  9  December  2012.  The  arson  is
suspected to be related to a local radio talkshow about sexual violence perpetrated by a public
official.  Previously,  Yakibu  has  received  several  terrors  and  threats  through  anonymous
phone calls. Komnas Perempuan urges judicial process for perpetrators of intimidation and
violence on WHRDs,  as  well  as  the  release  of  HRDs from all  ciminalization acts  as  an
inseparable aspect of the state's commitment to uphold human rights.  

Children and Sexual Violence (Pasal 24) 
35. Komnas Perempuan is concerned that there is still no national level policy to ensure children

who are victims of sexual violence can continue to benefit from their rights to education. The
reputation of the school is often the reason to expel students experiencing pregnancy due to
rape or sexual exploitation. No punishment is given to schools that have taken such actions. 

Protection to adherents to ancestral beliefs, spirituality and minority religions (Article 27) 
36. Even though Law 23/2006 regarding Population Administration affirms the principle of non-

discrimination  in  population  administration and requires  all  citizens  to  register  important
events in their lives (births, marriages, divorces, and deaths; with fines for those who fail to
register), in reality not all can enjoy these services equally.
36.1. Women adherents to ancestral and other faiths report that they receive discriminatory

treatment;28 they  cannot  state  their  faiths  in  their  identity  cards.  The  column  for
‘religion’  is  either  left  blank,  dashed  (-),  or  they  are  asked  to  select  one  of  the
available religions on the list.29 In several regions, they get identity cards filled with
the term ‘kepercayaan/penghayat’ (lit. faith/believer). As a result of having a different
designation in the column of religion, they often cannot access other public services
because they are considered to be irreligious, atheists or communists – all prohibited
by the state – or that they have not yet adopted a religion.

36.2. Women adherents to ancestral and other faiths report that the requirement to register
marriages has caused them to be treated differently in their enjoyment of the right to
association.  They  are  required  to  involve  in  organization  because  registration  of
marriage can only be done and considered valid by the leader of the faith that has

28 Consultation with 66 individuals and 26 groups of followers of indigenous and ancestral faiths, 20 April 2012;
29 The list of religions are 6 religions with mostly followed in Indonesia, namely, Islam, Catholic, Protestant, Hindu, 
Buddhism, and Confucianism



registered the faith organization to the government. Whereas it is commonly known
that ancestral beliefs do not have the notion of organization as required by the State to
be registered, and that not all followers of the ancestral or other faiths are members of
the registered organization. If they are unable to register their marriages, the women
(and children) born out of such marriage will lose legal protection, and, as the birth
certificate only provides the name of the mother, then the woman may carry stigma as
being an immoral woman for having a child out of wedlock.

36.3. Ahmadiyah  women  reported  that  they  cannot  obtain  identity  cards,  nor  can  they
register their marriages in their places of origin. They had tried to register but were
intimidated to force them to abandon Ahmadiyah community. As a result, they must
move residence, use a fake identity in their places of residence, and pay a high cost to
register themselves. 

37. Komnas Perempuan urges the government to improve the system of population registration
by ensuring that  the principle of  non-discrimination is  upheld.  The perpetual  problem of
discrimination in registration has lead to a suggestion that the religion column be eliminated
from the  residential  identity  cards.30 Alternatively,  the  government  can  develop  an  open
database to fill the column of religion/conviction, eliminate the obligation (direct or indirect)
to  organize  in  order  to  have  marriages  registered,  and  prevent  and  punish  government
apparatus who intimidate citizens based on their religion and beliefs. 

30 The recommendation was also made by CERD Committee


